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Abstract
Laser range scanners have now the ability to acquire
millions of 3D points of highly detailed and geometrically
complex urban sites, opening new avenues of exploration
in modeling urban environments. However, raw data are
dense and complex, lacking high-level descriptive power,
thus revealing the need for the automatic detection of architectural objects, such as facades, windows, balconies,
etc. In this paper, we describe novel algorithms for the detection of windows, which are ubiquitous in urban areas.
Detecting isolated windows is a challenging problem due to
the inability of the laser range sensors to acquire any data
on transparent surfaces and due to the wide variability of
window features. Our approach is based on the assumption that the elements (windows) are arranged in multiple
unknown periodic structures making our system robust to
single window detection errors. This kind of detection is essential for high-level recognition algorithms, compression
methods, registration, as well as realistic visualizations.

1. Introduction
The photorealistic reconstruction of individual buildings
or large urban areas can be achieved by a variety of acquisition methods and interpretation techniques mainly based
on ground-based and/or air-borne laser and image sensing.
The state of the art in this area is surveyed in [7] and the ultimate goal is the reconstruction of detailed models of urban
sites.
Our work focuses in data which were acquired by laser
scanners and can be used for generating accurate 3D models. Since unprocessed models are heavy, complex and lack
essential high-level descriptive power, our goal is to abstract
the complex 3D models into high-level descriptors. This not
only allows compressed representations but also facilitates
higher level recognition processes. It also leads to more
realistic 3D visualizations, which take advantage of the semantics of the scene.
In this paper, we are attacking one aspect of this im-
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Figure 1. A selection of the various cases of windows in range
scans: high resolution closed (a) and open (b) window with interior building points captured as well (shadowed in red - see pdf for
color). Low resolution in (c) and (d).

portant problem by detecting the locations of windows on
building facades, assuming that the windows form multiple two-dimensional periodic structures. Exploiting these
structures is very powerful, as it can reveal fully or partially occluded windows which might otherwise escape detection. It can also reduce the representation of a facade
into a few descriptors and a base point cloud of the sample
window. We also assume that (a) the laser scanner organizes the points in vertical scanlines (a 2D array), which
facilitates our pre-processing steps and (b) the facades are
mostly planar.
3D laser range sensing or urban environments results
in complex representations including clutter (cars, traffic
lights, vegetation), missing data due to physical properties
(for instance glass does not provide any measurements) and
variability of appearances (e.g. open/closed windows —
see Fig. 1). Our problem is made significantly harder by
also taking into consideration the missing data due to occlusions and the variability in data resolution (farther objects are scanned in lower resolution than close-by ones).
However, the methods we describe in this paper address all
these challenges. We demonstrate our approach using real
data from a large urban scene.

2. System Overview
We developed an iterative algorithm that given the point
cloud of a large urban scene, it automatically selects the
points of each facade (see Fig. 2) and outputs a set of 3D
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points that correspond to the estimated window centers. The
main algorithmic module for the window center estimation
is inspired by the Generalized Hough Transform [1]. Our
system, initially pre-processes the facade points to ensure
that all windows are uniformly represented as holes. Then,
it converts the processed points to a 2D binary orthographic
point occupancy map (Fig. 6), it extracts and iteratively refines the 2D window centers using local lattice fitting and
lattice voting (see Fig. 7) and finally projects the 2D centers
back to 3D.
The use of the 2D occupancy map enables the uniform
representation of holes in point clouds of great resolution
variance as watertight 2D regions. Consequently, this map
allows us to acquire an initial estimate of the window centers that needs to be refined and maybe augmented by recovered centers, undetected in the first pass. The refinement of
the centers and the recovery of missed ones are done by a
voting scheme in which each center votes for lattices that
are considered to be good fits for the image. These lattices
represent the local periodicity in the vertical and horizontal directions (see [18]). Therefore, our method takes into
account the local window pattern. The paper is organized
as follows: Section 3 summarizes related work, section 4
presents the automatic facade segmentation, section 5 deals
with the 2D map generation, section 6 analyzes the iterative
window center refinement and finally, section 7 presents our
results.

3. Related Work
Detecting windows on facades is a problem that has received significant attention lately. Previous works have attempted to tackle the problem of detecting multiple regular windows structures in 2D images by using color-based
features. For example, [8] and [16] suggest accurate methods based on the use of SIFT and other features and [17]
uses multiple images jointly with the extracted SFM point
clouds. [18] is using simple features such as Harris corners
to detect multiple regularities but the steps of this algorithm
implicitly rely on grouping based on the RGB values.
On the contrary, we rely solely on geometry and our algorithms are applied to a binary 2D map acquired from the
3D data. The windows are represented by connected regions of value 1 whose borders can be very crude in cases
of low resolution (see Fig. 10(a)). This automatically excludes clustering SIFT and other color based features as a
first step to identify different groups of windows (as in [8]).
Furthermore, there has also been a big amount of work
such as [6, 5] where a single rectilinear window pattern is
assumed. These approaches however could not work for
multiple structures and their features still rely on RGB data.
General approaches include [4], which detects windows as
blobs in a color image but does not exploit the underlying
structure. Shape grammar methods have also been exam-

ined, as in [14], where training images are used and grammar rules are specified and [11], where manual interaction
is required. However, in these approaches periodicity is not
enforced.
Fewer approaches exist when the input is a laser range
scan. In [3], an efficient approach for the detection of a single period in the vertical direction for each window column
of a 3D facade is proposed. In [9], regularities of substructures are derived from a 3D model or range scan of a scene.
This general approach can be used for extracting a single
pattern on a facade. Simpler approaches like [10] identify
isolated windows directly in the 3D data by examining holes
in a facade but do not detect regular groups and would not
be robust in cases of occlusion. In [13] window-like rectangular features were extracted by using 3D edge detection
on high-resolution 3D data. The features were used for 3Dto-2D registration and no regularity was enforced. In [15] a
Markov Network approach that requires training is used to
label points as windows. In [19], 3D repetitive elements are
manually selected and automatically consolidated. Finally,
in [12] facades are adaptively partitioned in by horizontal
and vertical planes based on the boundary features of planar regions. However, the data used in [12] demonstrate
a uniform acquisition resolution, which is not the case in
our datasets. These methods can be seriously affected by
the variation in the resolution and the window appearance,
which can both exist inside a single scan.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
(a) we efficiently extract the facades of a large-scale point
cloud, (b) we extract 3D windows in large-scale datasets, (c)
we detect 3D windows in high-, low- and mixed-resolution
data, (d) by modeling regularity, we are able to detect windows that are missing due to occlusions or low resolution,
(e) we present quantitative evaluation of our method.

4. Pre-processing: Urban Scene Segmentation
We segment the points that correspond to each facade by
applying the algorithms described in the following sections.
These techniques can be applied in large data sets yielding
results like the one in Fig. 2(d). At this point, we have to
note that the sensor: a) is calibrated so that the z-axis corresponds to gravity direction and b) stores the points in a 2D
array, thus revealing connectivity.

4.1. Building Points Detection
A first step towards the segmentation of each single facade of an urban scene is to detect the points that belong to
buildings. At this point we exploit the structure of the input
data. Specifically, for each scan line, we check each point
sequentially and update an average of the projections on the
horizontal plane. Each point will be weighted depending
on how close it is from the previous one along the scan line.
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The weights will be of the form: wk = e
where
pk = (xk , yk ) is the projection of point k and σw is a parameter which in our experiments was set to be 0.3 times the
expected thickness of the facade. When we reach the points
of the buildings, these weights become very large (since all
the facade points will have similar projection) and the average converges to the location of the facade. We then use a
tolerance of 1 meter from this converged point and we label
the points inside this range as facade points (see Fig. 2(b)).
This method is accurate and efficient for all resolutions of
the 3D data.

(a)

(b)

4.2. Automatic Point Clustering

(c)

(d)

The next step is to operate on the facade points to acquire
the orientation of each facade. Firstly, we fit planes in small
neighborhoods around each point using Principal Components Analysis. If the plane fit is good (smallest eigenvalue
of local covariance matrix is smaller than a threshold), then
we assign a normal to the point. Finally, normals with an
angle θz ∈ [60, 120] from the gravity axis are fed to a meanshift mode seeking algorithm [2] and representative orientations (azimuth angles) are estimated (the modes are usually
1 or 2). Based on these representatives, we cluster all the
points of the data set.

4.3. Region Growing Segmentation
As a final step, we apply a region growing segmentation
algorithm to connect points which 1) have a small distance
between them and 2) are assigned to the same orientation
cluster. In order to get the final facade volumes, we find the
oriented bounding boxes of each segment and merge overlapping boxes. The result is one box per facade which in
practice contains all the facade points and maybe some outliers (see Fig. 2). Having divided the point cloud into a
number of facades, we need to detect the windows in each
one of them. This exactly is the goal of the next sections.

5. Conversion to 2D / Initial Window Detection
As we desire to unify the representation of windows, we
convert all of them into holes lying on a planar facade (windows as holes can also be seen in [11]). In this way, we will
not distinguish between closed and open windows, missing
or noisy window points. In order to accomplish that, it is
essential that we accurately detect the major plane of the
facade. This is done as follows: First, we find the vertical
and strongly planar points using a process similar to the one
used in Sec. 4.2. The points are used to fit a single major
plane. Having this plane, we can effectively classify all the
points into these categories: behind the plane, on the plane,
in front of the plane. We choose to delete all the behind
the plane points since these are mainly the ones acquired
through the window frames (see Fig. 1).

Figure 2. (a) Original point cloud (each scan line is rendered with
a different color), (b) building points (Sec. 4.1), (c) segmented
facades (Sec. 4.3), (d) The result of the segmentation algorithm
applied to a large dataset.

The processed point cloud can now be used to identify
the window regions. We create a 2D binary point occupancy map, where the window regions are represented by
pixels of value 1. To achieve this, we firstly take an orthographic snapshot of the point cloud from the direction of
the normal of the major plane. The pixel dimensions are
1 × 1 centimeters, which is an accurate resolution for urban scenes. In order to have watertight regions, instead of
projecting points, we use the connectivity grid given by the
laser scanner and for each three connected points we project
the bounding rectangle and assign the value 0 to the corresponding pixels. All pixels not accessed during this projection module are assigned the value 1 and will correspond
to“missing points”.
Having this binary map, we find connected regions of
pixels valued with 1 and we assume that the ones touching the top of the image are considered to be sky points and
are regions where windows should not exist. The rest of
the 1-valued closed regions are considered to be the window regions, i.e. the initial estimates for the windows. We
define the image which has value 0 everywhere, except for
the valid window regions (which will have value = 1), as
Iw (x, y). The size of Iw will be N × M and examples of
Iw can be seen in Figs. 6 and 10(a). The centers of the
bounding boxes of the window regions are used as the input
for the consequent steps of our pipeline and are denoted by
C0 = {(xk , yk )}, with |C0 | = KC0 , being the cardinality
of the set C0 . The bounding boxes will be used only for
the initialization step and then be discarded, as they are not
always accurate due to low resolution variations and occlusions. In order to reject tiny regions or other holes due to occlusions, we specify some boundaries for the width and the
area of the bounding boxes and remove the non-complying
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Figure 3. Examples of window structures in our data set. (a) Different horizontal period or they have the same horizontal period
but are not aligned, (b) same vertical period, different horizontal
periods, (c) same vertical period, different horizontal periods (the
second column can belong to either structure).

Figure 5. Diagram of a single step of Alignment and Reconstruction (Sec. 6)

.

Figure 4. Overview of the Iterative Alignment and Reconstruction
module (Sec. 6).

centers from C0 . An example of the elements of C0 can be
seen in Fig. 6.

6. Iterative Alignment and Reconstruction
The next step in our pipeline is a module which, after
being initialized with C0 , it iteratively attempts to align the
elements of this set and also to add new ones based on the
local periodicity of the image Iw . The inputs of this module
will be C0 and Iw and the output will be the aligned and reconstructed centers CT , where Ct is the result derived from
iteration t = 0, 1, ..., T . In order to understand the notion
of local window periodicity in a dataset of building facades,
in Fig. 3 we present some synthetic facades demonstrating
three cases that occur frequently and consist of multiple periodic regions.
The iterative procedure is visualized in Fig. 4 and the
details of the implementation of the single step module are
presented in the next subsections and are summarized in
Fig. 5. When we will refer to a single iteration, for the
sake of simplicity, the input set of centers will be denoted
by C and the output by C0 . The elements of these sets will
be denoted in the rest of the paper by 2D vectors ck , for
k = 1, ..., |C| and c0k , for k = 1, ..., |C0 |.

come obvious in the next section, when we will try to assign
lattices to each one of ck as a measure of the local periodicity.
Hence, we create a 2D image Ig of size N × M , equal
to the size of Iw , with 2D Gaussian kernels centered at ck
and intensity from 0 to 1. The σ parameter is 1.5 ∗ w for
the horizontal direction and 1.5∗h for the vertical direction,
where w and h represent the width and the height of each
window. For the first iteration, w and h are given from the
bounding boxes of the regions of Iw (see Sec. 5), whereas in
the rest of the iterations, as new centers might be created, we
cannot use this information and we set w = 2r and h = 2r.
The r parameter will be used to tune other modules as well
and is a heuristically chosen typical value (r = 100cm)
for window width. It also represents the minimum distance
between two window centers.

6.2. Lattice Histogram Generation - Voting Scheme
This section will analyze the generation of a lattice histogram (H) through a procedure which we call lattice voting. The reader can refer to Algorithm 1 and Fig. 6 for a
summary.
Before we proceed to the rest of the analysis of our algorithm, it is essential to define the rectangular lattice, which
is a structure that is widely used in this work. A rectangular
lattice L = L(g, Q, R, l11 ) with a generator g = (px , py ),
px , py ≥ 0 and dimensions Q × R is defined as follows:

6.1. Kernel Image Generation
Having the set C, we would also like to have an image
representation of this set such that it will have large intensities in pixels that correspond to the centers ck ∈ C and
will gradually have smaller intensities in pixels which are
located farther from any ck . Hence, each pixel will be assigned a value which corresponds to the proximity of a center. The reasons for the generation of this image will be-

n
L = lij



= l11 + (i − 1)px , (j − 1)py ,

i =
j

1, 2, ..., Q,
o
= 1, 2, ..., R

(1)

In other words, it is a set of Q × R 2D points arranged in
a regular matrix, where columns are spaced by px , rows by
py and the element l11 is the upper left element. Each of the
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erator (period) of the neighborhood. Thus, we create projection profiles along the x and y axes of Thk (adapted from
[5]) and we constraint the generator space to include only
the generators which have x < 1.5xp and y < 1.5yp , where
xp , yp > 0 are the first peaks of the corresponding profiles.
Consequently, by locating the peaks in the constrained
generator space, we will end up with the candidate generators denoted by gkn , where n = 1, 2, ..., Gk and Gk is the
number of peaks.

Figure 6. The variables of the Lattice Histogram Generation and
their relations for the first iteration of Alignment and Reconstruction. Darker pixels show higher value. See also Fig. 5.

lij ∈ L can be considered as a seed or node of the lattice.
In the cases where px = 0 or py = 0, the lattice becomes
one-dimensional.
The basic idea behind lattice voting is that if we concentrate on each ck and manage to generate local lattices that
(a) contain this point and (b) are a good fit for the data, then
we have a representation of the local periodicity of the region in which ck belongs to. The aggregated information of
all the lattices generated from all ck will help us estimate
updated locations c0k . We proceed by setting up a Houghlike lattice voting scheme, where, given Iw , Ig and C, each
window center ck will vote for new centers, that correspond
to the nodes of lattices that satisfy (a) and (b). The resulting histogram (H), denoted as the Lattice Voting Space, will
have peaks in locations that will be the elements of the new
C0 . Eventually, C0 will contain points that demonstrate a
better alignment than the ones in C and will probably include new points if there are peaks in locations where no
element of C was close. The latter points are the reconstructed centers. If the assumption of underlying multiple
regular structures holds, occluded or yet undetected windows will be revealed in the next iterations. The details of
this procedure are organized in 4 steps which are also summarized in Algorithm 1.
Step 1 A first step towards fitting lattices in our data is to
choose specific generators that agree with the local periodicity of Iw and Ig . Given a center ck , we find its KT nearest
centers and we create a histogram of the KT 2 possible pairwise translations (also see [18, 9]). Each translation will
vote for absolute values of x and y. The resulting histogram
(generator space) is denoted by Thk .
We are interested in finding the minimum non-zero gen-

Step 2 Now, we need to select each candidate generator
and associate it with a lattice which will be large enough
but at the same time it will fit well both the window image
Iw and the kernel image Ig . In this way, we are looking
for lattices that are in accordance not only with the original
image Iw but also with the kernel image, which might contain centers that do not exist in Iw and which also integrates
the information of the proximity to a window center. We
can say that Iw is a coarse representation of our structure
and Ig is a more refined one. We would also like the lattice to be minimal, in the sense that if we overlay it over Iw
there should be much more 1s around the lattice nodes lij
than between them. Such a lattice can be said that it does
not “skip” windows (see sk(L) below). This, was partially
ensured by choosing minimum generators in the previous
step but since the generator distribution can be arbitrary, we
need to perform a second check.
In order to find the best lattice for each gkn , we exhaustively consider any possible lattice L that is small enough to
fit inside Iw , contains ck and has gkn as its generator. All
these lattices are assigned a score by the following scoring
function f1 and the one with the larger score is kept and
denoted by Lkn :

iF it(L) + cF it(L)
− sk(L) +β ×sz(L)
f1 (L) = α ×
2
(2)
P
ij Iw (lij )
where iF it(L) =
is the fraction of lattice points
QR


P

Ig (lij )

on window regions of Iw , cF it(L) = ijQR
is the normalized sum of the intensities of Ig at the lattice points,

sk(L)

=

+

1
2QR − Q − R
Q R−1
X
X
i=1 j=1


Iw

 Q−1
R
XX


Iw

i=1 j=1

lij + li(j+1)
2

lij + l(i+1)j
2




(3)

measures the fraction of “1” pixels of Iw in the middle of
the horizontal and vertical edges of the lattice,


1 py (Q − 1) px (R − 1)
sz(L) =
+
(4)
2
N
M
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is a normalized measure of the size of the lattice (sz(L) ∈
[0, 1]) and α > β > 0.
iF it rewards lattices that represent the original image Iw
and cF it penalizes lattices that do not pass through the centers. Both quantities are necessary to be calculated as iF it
will encourage the expansion of the lattice to windows not
yet represented in C and cF it will validate reconstructed
windows originally hidden in Iw . We also need to reward
lattices for their size because, otherwise, minimal lattices
(i.e. Q = 0, R = 2) will be selected. Finally, the sk quantity penalizes lattices that “skip” window regions. We chose
α = 0.65 and β = 0.35 to focus more to the fit of the lattice than to its size. However, our system is not sensitive to
small variations of these values.

Algorithm 1 Voting Scheme
for all centers ck , where k = 1, ..., KC do
Find candidate generators gkn (step 1).
for all gkn , where n = 1, ..., Gk do
Find best lattice Lkn based on the f1 score (step 2).
end for
Sort Lkn based on the f2 score (step 3).
Use the KL top lattices to vote in H (step 4).
end for

(a)

Step 3 At this point, each ck has an associated set of lattices Lk = {Lkn } whose elements correspond to generators
gkn . For n = 1, 2, ..., |Lk |, we calculate a second score for
the lattices in Lk using the scoring function f2 :

(b)

(c)

Figure 7. Illustration of lattice voting: (a) and (b) are different
extracted lattices overlaid on Ig and (c) is the resulting histogram.
The darker discs accumulate votes from both lattices. Notice the
reconstruction of the lower left center.

6.3. Peak Location and Refinement


iF it(L) + cF it(L)
+β×sz(L)−dF M (L)
f2 (L) = α×
2
(5)
where dF M (distance from mean) is the normalized disPGk

g

kn
tance between gkn and n=1
. This scoring function
Gk
instead of considering the sk value, it penalizes lattices that
have generators which are outliers. Finally, we sort Lk in
descending order based on the f2 score.

Step 4 We choose the top KL lattices to participate in our
voting scheme. In our experiments, we chose KL = 2 to
reduce running time and since this choice seemed to yield
satisfactory results.
At this point, lattice voting takes place as follows: each
one of the top KL lattices will vote in the image space by
casting Q × R votes, one for each of its nodes lij . However,
each vote does not correspond to a single bin, but to a disc
of bins centered at lij and with a diameter equal to r (see
Fig. 7). This is done in order to compensate for the variation
between the elements of C and a perfectly aligned set.
It was observed that among the KL lattices there can be
lattices that significantly deviate from the ideal local periodicity and introduce variance in the peaks of H. In order
to suppress this effect, lattices with cF it < tvote , where
tvote ∈ [0, 1], are not allowed to vote. High values of tvote
reduce the number of inaccurate lattices but also reduce the
number of reconstruction lattices i.e. the lattices that extend
to locations of no initial center attempting to create new correct centers. In our experiments, we set tvote = 0.5.

Having H, we need to locate its peaks. The nature of
H allows us to achieve this by simply blurring the image and looking for pixels with an intensity higher than
the ones around them. Because of the variance of the estimation (caused by voting on discs and Gaussian kernels in
Iw ), it is possible that the peaks belonging to one structure
might have a common translational shift. In order to reduce
this effect, we should find the different structures and try
to align them with the centers of the previous iteration in
a rigid ICP-like manner. In practice, it is sufficient to sort
the centers based on their xk coordinate and split this set
into K equally sized sets C0 q . In our experiments, we chose
K = 5. We translate each c0qi ∈ C0 q by −dT , where:
P|C0q |

δr (c0qi , NC (c0qi )) k c0qi − NC (c0qi ) k
P|C|
0
0
i=1 δr (cqi , NC (cqi ))
(6)
where NS (x) is the nearest neighbor of x among the elements of set S, |S| is the cardinality of S and
n
1 if k x1 − x2 k< r
δr (x1 , x2 ) =
.
0 otherwise
Eq. (6) measures the average distance (only if it is
smaller than r) between each point in C0q and its closest
neighbor in C.
dT (C0q , C)

=

i=1

6.4. Convergence
We check the output of the iterative procedure for convergence in order to stop and generate the output, as seen
in Fig. 4. For a each iteration, the following quantities are
calculated:
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C0
CT

ˆ
dT
18 ± 1
21 ± 1

pr
0.910
0.894

re
0.738
0.810

rev
0.912
0.919

rep
0.392
0.633

reo
0.009
0.237

Table 1. Evaluation of the results for centers in C0 (no iteration)
and CT (last iteration). The precision is denoted by pr. The recall
can be analyzed into: overall (re), visible windows (rev ), partially
ˆ is the mean dT and
occluded (rep ) and fully occluded (reo ). dT
is measured in cm.
(a)

P|C0 |

k c0 i − NC (c0 i ) k
|C0 |
0
d|C| = |C | − |C|
dC =

n=1

(7)
(8)

where k x k is the L2 norm of x. After experimentation, we
tuned our process to terminate when dC < 4 and d|C| = 0.
After the algorithm terminates, we project the 2D windows
back to 3D.

7. Experiments and Performance evaluation
For our experiments, we automatically segmented 96
urban facades of various resolutions and sizes. We have
acquired 3D range scans of urban scenes using a Leica
ScanStation2 scanner. We compared the results of our algorithm to manually annotated window centers done through
a special GUI. We denote all the annotated centers by CA
and the estimated centers by CE . The annotated centers
are classified as visible, partially occluded, fully occluded
based on the window visibility. The sets of these centers
are denoted by CAv , CAp , CAo . We find NCA (c) (with a
distance less than r) for each c ∈ CE and we define the
sets CEv , CEp , CEo based on the label of NCA (c). We also
P|CA |
A
A
define the quantity: PA/E =
i=1 δr (ci , NCE (ci )) as
the number of detected windows. Correspondingly we can
define PAv/Ev , PAp/Ep , PAo/Eo . Thus, the precision is
pr = PA/E /|CE | and the recall is re = PA/E /|CA | with
an uncertainty of dT . The recalls for the window labels
are: rei = PAi/Ei /|CAi | , i = v, p, o. Since the algorithm
does not have knowledge of the labels of the detected windows, pri is not defined. The results are analyzed in Table
1, where the detection of windows based on region growing
in Iw is considered to be the naı̈ve approach (first row).
The size of the 2D maps generated by our data is of the
order of 105 − 107 pixels. The total number of windows
in our dataset is 6614 of which 4744 are labeled as visible,
1405 as partially occluded and 465 as fully occluded. The
minimum number of windows per facade is 2 and the maximum 349. The running time per facade in a 3GHz Pentium
with 8GB RAM is 16 ± 7 mins in a C++ implementation.
We can see that our method, although it demonstrates
a similar precision than the naı̈ve approach, it can conse-

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 8. Results of our algorithm. Notice the reconstruction of
fully occluded windows and the satisfactory performance in very
low resolution regions. The wrong detections of the 5th column of
(a) and the 10th one of (c) can be eliminated in a post-processing
step.

(a)

(b)

Figure 9. Results of our algorithm as Voronoi regions constructed
from the detected window centers (see pdf for color). Notice the
reconstruction of occluded windows (lower right region of (b)) and
the satisfactory performance in very low resolution regions.

quently reveal more partially and fully occluded windows
keeping the same recall for visible windows. These instances are hard to be detected just by region growing because in most cases no contiguous regions are formed. The
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 10. Low resolution example. (a) Iw , (b) final CT , (c) C3D
on 3D facade. Note that this is a very hard input example and we
are able to detect the majority of windows.

ˆ is negligible, given that the GUI labeling
difference in dT
was done with a 6cm accuracy. Some visual results of our
experiments can be seen in Figs. 8, 9 and 10. As we did
not assume a single rectilinear structure, we could detect
windows in examples like the one in Fig. 9(b), where two
facades were segmented together since they have the same
major plane and zero gap between them. Also, a few problematic cases can exist, such as the one in Fig. 8(a). In this
case, due to big size of the structure (large sz(L)), some
lattices with relatively small iF it(L) were not adequately
penalized, thus yielding a non-existent windows column. A
post-processing check can eliminate such cases. Finally, a
more sophisticated method for the selection of α and β in
Eqs. 2 and 5 is in our future plans.

8. Conclusion
We presented an approach with strong results that detects
the centers of windows in planar 3D facades of various acquisition resolutions under the assumption of the existence
of regular window structures. This approach is a step towards the creation of facade descriptors which can be used
in 3D registration, reconstruction, compression and scene
understanding.
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